Evidence  for  Prosecution.
Chief Inspector Alfred Crutchett
Sergeant Sharp. Among the letters in the parcel I found a small
packet containing a white powder. There was no rubber band
on it then. (Shown exhibit No. 32)—That is the packet. It
was not folded like that; it was folded as a chemist wpuld fold
teething powder. It was not wrapped in anything; it was among
the letters. Upon discovering that I sent Sergeant Sharp, who
also saw the package, to fetch Sergeant Williams. I showed the
package to Sergeant Williams. I retained possession of that
until I returned to London on about the 6th or 7th. I handed
the package to Mr. Webster, the analyst, on the 6th at St. Mary's
Hospital, Paddington. On the day of his arrest, the 31st
December, after we left the office we went to Mayfield, Cusop, the
prisoner's house. I there saw Miss Pearce, and took a statement
from her, and also Mrs. Price, and we searched the house. In
the library or study, in the cupboard on tlie left-hand side of the
fireplace, I found a packet that has been produced containing the
coloured arsenic. That is exhibit 33. I took possession of that,
and handed it to Mr. Webster on the 6th January also, along with
the other things I took possession of. In the same cupboard I
found tins containing some substance. They were labelled caustic
soda (tins Nos. 61 and 62). Upstairs in the medicine chest in
a room, which I understand was the room in which Mrs. Armstrong
died, I found a number of small phials of homoeopathic medicine.
I took possession of those, and they also were handed over to Mr.
Webster. The medicine chest, I should think, is probably 2 feet
by 18 inches, and it stands either on the mantelpiece or on the
wall. It is up against the wall, I know. We also found one or
two letters which have not been put in, and we took possession of
one or two small books. We found three diaries on the prisoner.
I think they are for 1919, 1920, and 1921. I have not carefully
examined them. Mr. Weaver really examined the late Mrs. Arm-
strong's room, but I was there with him. There was no draft
epitome or abstract of her first will to be found, or any will.
Cross-examined by Sir H. cubtis bennett—The interview
started on the 31st December about ten o'clock in the morning.
The visit was a surprise one. Having made a statement, he also
volunteered to give us any assistance he could. No obstacle was
put in the way of our searching the office either by Major Arm-
strong or his clerks. There was no obstruction at all; we went
about the business of the search quite unobstructed, (Shown
jacket)—That loots like the jacket he was wearing at the time he
was arrested. Everything that was turned out of his pockets
was put into the brown paper packet. The business letters that
he was allowed to deal with were letters that had been lying on
his desk, the morning correspondence, which I had examined
myself. There were also some business letters and private letters
in his pockets. When we found the little packet which has been
produced it was not inside an envelope. It had got caught up
on an envelope by the paper being creased, but it was loose in
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